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Countries across Europe have struggled in recent decades to prevent secessionist movements, win wide support for social safety nets, and tackle problems demanding collective action. This column argues that to accomplish such goals requires a sense of shared, national identity. Exploiting a unique natural experiment – the random assignment of conscripts in Spain to serve outside their home region – it finds that intergroup contact in early adulthood can encourage interregional social cohesion. Governments looking to promote national identity should consider policies, such as mobility in higher education, that bring together people from different regions.

Cultivating and maintaining a sense of national identity is a critical challenge facing modern states. States whose citizens identify more strongly with local political units than the nation as a whole may face difficulties in solving collective-action problems, in sustaining support for social safety nets, and in preventing secessionist movements. Such movements are present in many European countries, such as Belgium, France, Italy, Spain, and the UK.

Regional mixing to foster a shared identity

Historically, governments have tried to strengthen a shared national identity through various measures, including national education programs, media propaganda, and resettlement schemes (Bandiera et al. 2019, Blouin and Mukand 2019, Cantoni et al. 2014, Clots-Figueras and Masella 2014). Another commonly applied tool for strengthening a shared national identity and increasing social cohesion is conscription. A key feature of conscription, as adopted by many countries, is the purposeful mixing of conscripts from different regions of origin in the same units, motivated by the belief that mixing fosters interregional relationships and identification with the nation state (Bertaud 1979, Krebs 2004). According to the contact hypothesis, mixing people from different regions can strengthen interregional sympathies, particularly when the contact involves equal status between groups, common goals, and cooperation (Allport et al. 1954, Lowe 2020). A number of studies also suggest that contact helps to decrease prejudice and correct biased beliefs (Burns et al. 2018, Paluck et al. 2019, Pettigrew and Tropp 2006, Schindler and Westcott 2020). The overall impact of contact on shared national identity is less clear. By increasing sympathy and reducing intergroup biases, interregional contact may help to increase the extent to which individuals from different regions share a common identity. However, differences between one’s own identity and others’ identities might also become more salient in response to contact with dissimilar people, thereby decreasing a sense of shared identity (Tajfel et al. 1979).

Spanish military lotteries
In a recent paper (Bagues and Roth 2020), we examine how temporary contact between people from different regions affects intergroup attitudes and national identity by exploiting a unique natural experiment: The random assignment of conscripts in Spain to serve outside their home region. Around one third of conscripts were assigned to serve in their own region of residence while two thirds served elsewhere. Conscripts serving outside their own region were more exposed to individuals from other regions through interactions with other conscripts (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1** Fraction of fellow conscripts from the home region
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*Note:* Panel A of this figure shows the average fraction of fellow conscripts from the home region for conscripts in their home region. Panel B shows the average fraction of fellow conscripts from the home region for conscripts outside their home region.

A unique feature of the Spanish draft is that conscripts were assigned to their destination using a random lottery (see Figure 2) that was conducted every year at the province level, providing a transparent source of exogenous variation for our study.
To study how conscripts were affected by the geography of their military service assignment, we conducted an online survey among 3,231 former male conscripts between December 2019 and February 2020. The survey elicits information on participation in the draft lottery and its outcome. It also collects rich background information and measures a number of outcome variables, including sympathy towards people from different regions of Spain, beliefs about their honesty, and identification with Spain. In our main empirical specification, we compare conscripts who were randomly assigned to complete military service outside of their home region with others randomly assigned to complete it within their home region.

The effects of interregional contact

As expected, serving outside of the home region increases exposure to conscripts from other regions. Despite the long period that elapsed, we also find a small but significant increase in sympathy towards people from the region to which our respondents were randomly assigned. Similarly, we observe an increase in trust towards people from the region of service. Taken together, these results underscore that contact can persistently strengthen social cohesion.

We then study whether serving away from the home region affects conscripts’ identification with Spain. In our survey, we measure identification with Spain using three questions: Attachment to Spain compared to the home region, pride in being Spanish, and positive emotions vis-a-vis the Spanish flag.
Figure 3 shows that for conscripts originating from regions with strong peripheral nationalist movements, the treatment strongly increased their attachment to Spain, their pride in being Spanish, their positive emotions towards the Spanish flag, and an index of identification with Spain. In contrast, the impact is close to zero and not significant for conscripts originating from other regions.

**Figure 3** Treatment effects on identification with Spain

Note: This figure displays average treatment effects separately for respondents originating from a region with peripheral nationalism and for respondents from other regions. The figure also includes one standard error bars.

Intergroup contact during conscription is likely to be the key mechanism that explains the increase in national identity among treated conscripts from regions with peripheral nationalism. In particular, treatment effects on contact with people from other regions are three times larger for conscripts originating from regions with peripheral nationalism. Our evidence is not consistent with several alternative mechanisms. Using region-of-service fixed effects, we rule out the possibility that the results are driven by the impact of serving in a particular region that affects a conscript’s national identity. We also show that the cultural distance between the region of origin and destination does not significantly shape identification with Spain. On top of this, we provide evidence suggesting the limited relevance of long-run mobility and economic opportunities as mechanisms driving our results.

**Broader implications**

Overall, our findings indicate that, until its abolition, military service played an important role in enhancing interregional contact. More generally, our results suggest that intergroup contact in early adulthood can have an important impact on interregional social cohesion and citizens’ national identities. Governments aiming to promote a shared national identity might
want to consider policies that facilitate interactions between individuals from different regions, such as those fostering mobility in higher education. These policies might be particularly relevant given the decline in interregional mobility experienced by many Western countries over the last few decades (Champion et al. 2017, Molloy et al. 2011), which is likely to have reduced interactions between individuals from different regions.
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